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Erin Summers, left, with Rebecca Kuresh, shows off her parking pass after braving the lengthy pick-up line at the parking
office on Sept. 7.

Software eases some parking troubles
by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

After technical issues created
confusion
and
frustration
during the winter parking
permit sale last year, Mount
Royal University’s parking office
has made some changes.
New parking software with
options to purchase permits —
with immediate confirmation
of sale — join a waitlist, and
manage your account with
vehicle
details,
personal
information, previous passes
and any citations, has been
implemented.
“Users have provided positive
feedback related to online
permit purchases and how
the new e-business system
immediately
confirms
or
declines credit card purchases,”
said Stefan Durston, manager
of parking & transportation
services, in an email.
“From a negative standpoint,
we are still having trouble
handling the volume of hits our
website and e-business solution
receives in such a short period
of time,” he continued. “The
servers are being stressed,
causing a lot of frustration for
some. This is a problem we
are aware of and are hoping to
address over the next year.”

The number of permits
available remained the same
as last year, with 590 gated lot
passes, 2165 open lot passes,
and 70 passes for the parkade
under the Roderick Mah Centre
for Continuous Learning.
Returning
students
may
remember when, last year,
residents
of
Greenwood
Crescent, on the north side of
46 Avenue, were successful in
having their street designated
as a two-hour parking zone,
making off-campus parking for
students even more rare.
“Within the last couple years
[Ald. Joe Connelly’s] office has

Courtesy of MtRoyal.ca

Parking spots will remain scarce until the new parkade opens.

MRU president resigns
by Kelsey Kipkin
The Reflector

He’s been both a dean and
a professor of education, a
director of the government, a
high school teacher, an educational consultant and, for the
last eight years, Dave Marshall
has been at the helm of Mount
Royal University.
The current president announced May 10 that he
would be resigning as of June
30, 2011.
“You know, I think I’d say after 21 straight years as a president and 40 years as an educator I think it’s maybe time
for me to take a pause and

received several complaints
about students parking all
day on some of the streets in
Glamorgan,” according to an
email from Connelly’s office.
“While streets are for public
use, council recognizes the
need to ensure that parking on
residential streets turns over
during the day and [spots] are
not used as all-day parking
areas on a regular basis,” the
email continued. “Most of the
streets have been designated as
two-hour parking, which does
not prohibit parking but does
ensure that parking is available
to residents and visitors in the

reflect a little, so I’m certainly
going to have some more family time,” he said from his office at MRU.
After helping to convert an
Ontario college into a university, Marshall was approached
by the then named Mount
Royal College to do the same
here in Calgary.
Marshall said that life after
MRU could include a foray
into writing as he has ideas for
two books, one about how to
change an organization and
another on undergraduate
education.
“I think those are my two
passions; I’d like to write a
little more about it,” he said.

community.”
It was also noted that while
the residents had contacted the
city in order to file the petition,
no students had called the
office with concerns.
Since the beginning of 2010,
332 tags have been issued for
parking overtime in a twohour zone, along with 24 tags
for parking without a permit
in a residential parking zone
— specifically in the area from
Glenmore Trail to Richmond
Road, and Sarcee Road to 45th
Street.
“Parking at Mount Royal is
in high demand,” Durston said.
“We have made significant
steps over the past two years
to improve the infrastructure
that serves those that come to
campus on a daily basis.”
The parkade on the south
side of the Roderick Mah Centre
is scheduled for completion in
December 2010, which will add
1175 stalls.
All parking passes for fall
are sold out, although there
is an online waitlist available
on mtroyal.ca. Other options
include parking in the day lots
for $4 per day, using short-term
parking for $3 an hour or $10
a day, or, if you’re a full-time
student, putting that U-Pass to
use by taking public transit.

SA wants to hear you
by Zoey Duncan
Publishing Editor

Wyckham House is a hub
of student activity, whether
it’s
eating
lunch, having a beer,
buying posters or advocating
for
change.
Expect to
see another Robert Jones
event plant SAMRU president
its roots in
Wyckham House this semester when Students’ Association
president Robert Jones begins
hosting town-hall-style meetings.

The meetings, at least two major ones each semester, will be
an opportunity for students to
share grievances or suggestions
for a better on-campus experience.
“The whole philosophy behind [the meetings] is to make
them as relevant and current as
possible,” Jones said.
With that in mind, no meeting
dates have been set yet.
Jones said topics of discussion will likely include centennial celebrations, parking and
transit and advocacy for student
groups.
The Students’ Association will
put up posters announcing the
dates of upcoming town hall
meetings.

NEWS EDITOR:
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newseditor@TheReflector.ca
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S

tudents aren’t the
only ones who
like to get down on
campus. Thanks to
the prolific nature of
rabbit reproduction,
the University of
Victoria’s campus has
been overrun by 1,500
feral rabbits. Traps are
being used to capture
the rabbits alive and
move them to animal
sanctuaries before
students arrive.

T

he bookstore
currently stocks
155 eBooks; some of
these are alternatives
to printed publications,
while a few are the only
option for students in
particular classes. The
prices range from about
40 to 100 per cent of
the cost of a brand new
textbook, but they’re
not resellable like a
tangible book would
be. However, expect to
see eBook alternatives
to those pesky, specially
designed course packs
coming in January 2011,
perhaps at a reduced
cost.
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A leak in the armour

The Afghan War Diaries yield troop movements and a peek at what’s happening
by Edward Osborne
The Reflector

The now-famous website
Wikileaks.org
publishes
government documents that
are forwarded anonymously
and then verified by a small
collection
of
journalists.
They operate as a global
whistleblower,
bringing
information
from
various
governments into the public
light.
Essentially,
they
allow secrets to be exposed
without risk to the individual
responsible for the leak.
This summer, they received
90,000 documents pertaining
to the Afghanistan war, and
uploaded them online for the
public to access and review.
These documents were military
after-action reports, which are
filed by soldiers immediately
after each event. Events range
from controlled detonations of
explosives to helicopter assaults
and prisoner snatches.
Titled by Wikileaks as the
“Afghan War Diary,” the records
are un-edited and uncensored.
They are provided as raw data,
with some basic categorizing
and keywording. The sheer
number of them makes it one of
the largest intelligence leaks in
American history.
Part of the reason they
were released is more people
are getting to look at more
secrets in the intelligence
community. After 9/11, a policy
of information sharing was put
in place, and the documents are
part of that. General Michael

Hayden, a former director of
the Central Intelligence Agency
and the United States Security
Agency told the BBC, “Most of
us knew, although this was a
good idea, that it empowered
our military and security forces.
That sooner or later someone
was going to take advantage
of this vast treasure trove of
information.”
U.S. President Barack Obama
spoke directly on the issue,
dismissing it as containing
“nothing
new.”
But
the
documents have shed light on
a few interesting and unsightly
aspects of the war. For example:
U.S. special forces Task Force
373, which seems to have
been roaming the hillsides of
Afghanistan with the secret
mission to kill or capture all
Taliban leaders.
Operation
Medusa
was
a gunfight in which four
Canadian soldiers were killed.
The Armed Forces reported that
they were killed by Taliban fire,
but now one of the War Diary
reports brings to light whether
it was actually a friendly airstrike that cost them their lives.
Some of the documents also
give the names of local Afghan
informers and supporters of
NATO forces. This may not be
important to us, but it is crucial
to those on the ground in
Afghanistan. These people have
been exposed, and are now
at risk of retaliation from the
Taliban or other militia groups
who oppose cooperating with
the occupying armies.
The fallout from the release

Photo by Edward Osborne

Canadian soldiers train using Light Armoured Vehicles in CFB Suffield, Alta., as part of their
preparation before deployment in Afghanistan.
of these secrets has been
substantial. Bradley Manning,
an intelligence analyst in the
U.S. Army, was arrested and
charged with exposing military
secrets. He had uploaded a
contentious video of helicopter
gunships killing civilians to
the Wikileaks website only a
few months prior. It remains
unclear whether Pte. Manning
is actually behind the Afghan
War Diary leak or not.
And that is not the only shady
response. In Switzerland the
founder of Wikileaks, Julian
Assange, faced allegations of

rape. Although an arrest warrant
was issued, it and all charges
were dropped within a day.
The leak of these documents
has
been
a
significant
development in the war. Part
of its significance is the public
has been unofficially tasked
with poring over the pages and
extracting some meaning from
them. No think tank, journalist,
or analyst is doing it for us.
Instead, anyone who wishes
can access the pure, unfiltered
data and draw conclusions from
them. Even if they were to be
censored or modified now, the

raw text from the first day was
available for download and is
stored on hard drives across the
continent.
We can create a chronology
of the war for ourselves. The
Afghan War Diary gives a wider
picture than any book, movie or
news report could.
There haven’t been many
large battles in Afghanistan, no
dramatic storming of beaches
for us to highlight. Instead,
the reams of fragmented
documents reveal a different
war: a thousand tiny battles
fought between mountaintops.

Speed dating meets Express bus coming to MRU
civic politics on campus
by Zoey Duncan
Publishing Editor

by Zoey Duncan
Publishing Editor

Rarely do romance and municipal affairs overlap, but this
fall, they will come very close.
On Oct. 4, mayoral candidates
will gather on the second floor
of Wyckham House to meet with
students face-to-face in a quick
and casual speed-date-like setting.
Students’
Association
vice-president external Megan
Melnyk said
that
the
idea came Megan Melnyk
about while SAMRU VP External
brainstorming this summer with other student executives from around the
province.
“It would be a gong show to
try and do a mayoral debate,”
said Melnyk, referring to the
19 people now running for the
mayor’s seat.

Candidates will be available to
chat with students for about 90
seconds each — about enough
time to ask and answer a single
question.
Though the time together will
be brief — and there will be no
candlelight or wine — Melnyk
said it will be an unusual opportunity for students.
“[We’ll see] how many people
are able to make a connection.”
Other election events will include a Ward 11 debate and advance polling stations on Oct. 6
and 12.
Melnyk has been advocating
to make it easier for non-local
students to vote. Presently, students without a permanent address in Calgary are able to vote
for a mayor, but not an alderman.
Students with identification
stating a Calgary address, or
identification and a piece of
mail to their Calgary address,
should be able to register to
vote, Melnyk said.

Though students will not see
a CTrain come to Mount Royal
University any time soon, a bus
rapid transit (BRT) route will
eventually make its way
to the school.
Ward 11 Ald.
Brian
Pincott
advocated
in
January
for
a study to be
done to find the
best way to run
a BRT line from
downtown to the school.
Pincott said that he
wants to see a BRT route
that would not be affected by rush hour or traffic
accidents.
The study is now underway to plot the best
route for the eventual
bus, which will be part of
a southwest BRT line.
When the Westbrook
LRT station opens in
2012 as part of the track
extension, the BRT would
head from that station to
MRU, Pincott said.
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An absent friend and the mythic real life
As our lives unfold, it’s clear we learn more than we’re taught

by Zoey Duncan
Publishing Editor

“I’ve been making a list of
the things they don’t teach
you at school.
They don’t teach you how
to love somebody.
They don’t teach you
how to be famous.
They don’t teach you how to
be rich or how to be poor.
They don’t teach you how to walk
away from someone you
don’t love any longer.
They don’t teach you how to
know what’s going on
in someone else’s mind.
They don’t teach you what to say
to someone who’s dying.
They don’t teach you
anything worth knowing.”
— Neil Gaiman
It is with these words in
mind that I begin my final year
of university.
It doesn’t take great amounts
of reflection to realize that we
learn so much more than we’re

taught in the classrooms of
Mount Royal University.
This year, between the winter and fall semesters, I learned
more about love than I ever
would have expected — or
asked for.
In springtime, I found
love with a man whose path
crossed with mine “exactly
when it was supposed to” as
he liked to say.
Alan Mattson had been a
year ahead of me in the journalism program here, and had
a truly admirable reign as The
Reflector’s news editor before I
took the position last fall.
Alan’s intelligence briefly bred
mild jealousy in the people who
would soon become his friends
— he read the entire Canadian
Press Stylebook before his first
journalism class, and if you’ve
ever cracked that tome, you’ll
understand why it’s a rare feat.
Once his classmates met the
man behind the driven young
journalist, they clung to him,
recognizing the kind of friendship he added to their lives.
A quick and dry wit, plus a
willingness to share a table at
the Lib with anyone who could
offer a good debate or a scoop
for the ‘Flec meant Alan was
loved easily by many.
We lost Alan unexpectedly on

Sixteen-month
birthday party
underway for MRU
by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

After
three
years
of
planning,
Mount
Royal
University’s
Centennial
Committee has organized 16
months of events to mark 100
years of learning.
“The feeling we got [from the
Mount Royal community] was to
leave a legacy — not just have all
of these big splashy celebrations
that were forgotten the next day,”
said Lara Hamnett, centennial
events strategist.
She
listed
centennial
scholarships, the year-long
mural mosaic project displayed
at East Gate and the planting of
100 trees on campus as some of
these long-term events.
The kick-off to the centennial
is planned for Sept. 20, when
MRU president Dave Marshall
will make a centennial address.
The university’s celebratory
beer, Royal 100, will also make
its debut that day in the MRU
beer tent at Wild Rose Brewery.
“You want to do [this event]
well,” Hamnett said. “You only
have one chance — you only
turn 100 once.”
The University of Alberta and
the University of Saskatchewan
are
other
post-secondary
institutions that have recently

seen their 100th birthday come
and go, and co-ordinators there
were contacted for information
and ideas.
“But [Mount Royal] is a
different community and a
different place,” Hamnett said.
“Mount Royal has always done
things a little different and
we wanted to make sure what
we did spoke to what we were
about.”
An archive project has
been launched, and Hamnett
recalled
two
tidbits
in
particular that stuck with her:
at one time women weren’t
allowed to wear red on
campus — it was considered
too promiscuous — and in
1913, Mount Royal had one
of the first women’s hockey
teams, thanks to Emily Kerby,
wife of George Kerby, the
school’s first principal.
“What’s amazing in 100
years — I think the most
surprising thing — is that not
a lot has changed in that the
core at Mount Royal is still the
same,” Hamnett said, listing
such examples as the small
class sizes, student-professor
relationships
and
courses
responsive to community needs.
For a partial calendar of
centennial events in September,
see page 11.

August 1.
The devastation spread like
an impossible tsunami; one that
starts enormous and doesn’t
even begin to dissipate for
weeks.
First it spread by telephone,
and then through social media.
An outpouring of love, too,
spread that way — though its
dissipation is, thankfully, much
slower.
The love from my family was
immediate and so essential.
Then came phone calls from
close school friends who had
known both Alan and me.
Nobody who called knew
what to say, because there is no
right thing to say.
That’s why nobody teaches
you what to do or say.
They told me they loved me,
that they loved him and in their
own way let me know that they
would do anything to stem the
pain.
And I was so impressed with
the quality of people that Alan
had surrounded himself with in
his 23 years.
I met friends he’d built gingerbread houses with in elementary
school, the girl who put mascara
on him for a high school musical, his incredibly warm family.
Through it all, I just kept
thinking: nobody teaches us

how to do any of this, but we’re
doing the best we can.
Nobody will ever be able to
teach you what I’m going to tell
you now, but the sooner you
learn it for yourself, the more
joy you will get out of it.
There is no Real Life.
There is no alternate existence
that begins when you cross the
stage during convocation or slip
on a wedding ring.
Our lives are happening right
now and when you wake up in
the morning, you really have
only the starkest idea of when
and where your day will end.
A wise woman recently told
me, “Life doesn’t just stop because we are in university.
People have life-changing experiences while in school — people fall in and out of love, there
are injuries and losses, setbacks
and the establishment of lifelong connections.”
As our lives unfold around
us, I am hopeful that we will be
open to experiencing whatever
ecstasy or pain the universe
has in store, and that we are
able to find love within those
experiences.
Gaiman may think that in
school they don’t teach us anything worth knowing, but that
doesn’t mean we won’t learn everything we need to know.

WEB EXTRAS
For more coverage of
centennial events this year,
see our website.
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Library spaces
are nice places
by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

Library staff at Mount Royal
University were expected to flex
not only their mental muscle
this summer, but also to show
their physical strength.
In response to a number of
complaints last year about the
lack of quiet study space and
designated group-work space,
library staff rearranged the library to create three separate
zones — quiet use, mixed use,
and group workspaces.
“Logistically, on one hand it
sounds kind of straight forward,
moving furniture around,” said
Carol Shepstone, university librarian. “But we had to move every single item in the collection
at least once. So we moved — I
think the final count is — more
than 205, 000 items. It took us a
month to move every item. And
I have staff with big muscles to
prove it.”
The air ventilation system in
the space makes it impossible to
build new walls, so staff found
some creative solutions using
furniture instead.
New group work areas will resemble high-backed-restaurant
booths, blocking some of the
chatter. As well, group members

will no longer have to crowd
around a single laptop screen
— laptop users can plug their
machines into a screen at the
end of the table, allowing all
group members to see the project without anybody developing
a crick in their neck.
The rearranged bookshelves
are also a good substitute for
walls, absorbing sound and acting as a visual outline for the
different zones. Library staff are
still waiting for signage to be finalized, however.
“Students need to understand
what behaviour expectations
are appropriate for what area,”
Shepstone said. “It’s clear for
them, it’s clear for staff, it’s clear
for security — there’s less need
for any enforcement but more
understanding of what’s appropriate in these different zones.”
One of the library classrooms
has become a study space, and
while Shepstone hesitated to
call it completely silent, she did
say that it would be a quiet work
area, acknowledging that serene spaces can be hard to find
on campus.
Other new additions include
bar seating — reminiscent of
Starbucks — along the back
wall looking into the courtyard,
and more outlets available for

laptops.
There is still some work outstanding, but Shepstone said
any renovation work would take
place in the evening, or during
less-busy times.
“We’re really keen to see if it
makes a difference,” she said.
“If it actually addresses the concerns students had about not
having different types of space,
and do we need to tweak anything.”
In an email, she added the approximately $225,000 renovation was in part planned by onsite visits to other universities in
the United States and Canada,
as well as a virtual tour of a university in England.
Input from the administrators
of a Facebook group, as well as a
student advisory committee was
also taken into consideration,
both for the renovation and the
design of the new library.
Last year, the Student Spaces
Committee identified different
spots on campus which have
similar designations to the library zones — quiet, cubicle
and multipurpose. Five areas
are labeled quiet, eight as cubicles, and 21 spots are multipurpose. The exact locations can be
viewed at www.mtroyal.ca/studentspaces.
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QUICK
QUIPS

“A

university’s
essential
character is that of being
a centre of free inquiry
and criticism — a thing
not to be sacrificed for
anything else.”
— Richard
Hofstadter

“B

e happy. It’s one
way of being

wise.”
— Sidonie Gabrielle

“L

earning is like
rowing upstream;
not to advance is to
drop back.”
— Chinese Proverb

“E

xperience is the
name everyone
gives to their mistakes.”
— Oscar Wilde
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ROCK THE RIVER

Reflector photographer Aris Aristorenas
captured Rock the River and the Vans Warped
Tour in August. Get up close and personal with
the bands in our photo galleries online.

CIVIC ELECTION

Wondering who you’ll vote for the fall election?
Check out thereflector.ca for candidates and
platforms.

BLOGGING

When you can’t get enough of The Reflector
between publications, check out staff blogs online, or give us your thoughts in our comments
sections.

TWITTER CONTEST

The Reflector is giving away two tickets to 30
Seconds to Mars at MacEwan Hall on Sept. 21.
To enter, follow us on Twitter, @reflectthis, and
then mention us in a tweet about the concert
tickets. Only students may enter; show your
MRU ID to claim your tickets. Deadline to enter
is Sept. 18. Good luck!
Photo by Aris Aristorenas

Hawk Nelson performed at Rock the River on August 21 at Canada Olympic Park. Six bands invaded the
park for the music festival that celebrated great music with a touch of Christian influence. For more
great photos from around town, check out thereflector.ca.

@REFLECTTHIS

Your Neighbourhood Coffee House
Free Wi-Fi
Open Daily 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Latte Art
Waves Signature Drinks
Organic Coffee
Visit us at one of our three locations!
Follow us on Twitter & Facebook
Springborough

5th Ave. SW

160 - 30 Springborough Blvd. SW
Calgary, AB, T3H 0N9
403.217.0300

205 - 400 5th Ave. SW (In the +15s)
Calgary, AB, T2P 0L6
403.930-1009
Open Mon - Fri 6:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

COMING SOON!
17th Avenue
1019 17th Avenue SW
Calgary, AB, T3H 0N9

www.wavescoffee.ca
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A discourse on intercourse
by Vanessa Gillard
Sex Columnist

Hello you tramps, floozies,
studs, prudes, and those who
are perhaps just plain confused.
Seeing as I will be your resident
salacious soothsayer this year,
I believe we need a proper
introduction.
I am a fourth-year journalism
student here at our illustrious
institution of higher learning.
I was born the same year as
MTV, which places me almost
squarely between Gen X
and Gen Y. I am a bona fide
bastard, and my mother is a
living monument to heroes the
world over. I have one sibling,
a younger brother, who is quite
the opposite to me. That is:
quiet and always observing.
When he does say something
it’s almost guaranteed to be
sage.
That being said, I am a tidbit
of a rant artist, and it may also

be said that some of the articles
you read from here on in may
be somewhat of an exercise
in egotistic futility. I will not,
however, be discussing my
own sex life, which is partially
due to a current lack thereof,
as well as the fact that sex and
its associated topics on this
unreasonable rock are far more
interesting. I am known to be
rather cynical but I will attempt
to tone it down, as it would be
too easy to write about coitus
and all of its ins and outs (heh)
in a dismissive manner.
My training as a journalist
has given me sensibilities
that revolve around doing the
research and reporting the
facts, but this doesn’t mean that
you won’t be audience to some
of the dirty bits too. So I’ve
been thinking over the summer
months about what it is that
people may like to read about
concerning the subject of the
beast with two backs.
Here are a few of the topics
you may, perhaps, look forward
to. Japanese sex robots; herpes;
rubber vaginas: is it really
like the real thing?; will a
sex tape make you famous?;
the
perverted
habits
of

communists;
the
unknowable
insights
into
the
opposite sex;
sexual dorm
etiquette:
how loud is
too
loud?;
friction
fiction: best
and
worst
lubes; size:
women sign
off on that
proverbial
motion
in
the
ocean;
internet
trends; sex
in the city:
a history of
the oldest
profession;
wild sex: how is it done
in the animal kingdom?;
pornographic addiction; sex
roulette: avoiding cyber STIs;
best and worst places to do the
deed; female circumcision,
booze and sex: how much is
too much (of either or both);
internet dating: who do you
think you’re talking to?

Illustration by Courtenay Davidson

Sex will always be one of
the most subversive and yet
unifying topics within the
human discourse; it affects
every person regardless of
creed, gender, ideals, morals, or
philosophy. It will no doubt be
a large part of every student’s
university experience, as is
often the convention.

Although I’m not sure what
qualifications one should have
to be a university sex columnist,
what I do have to offer is the
benefit of experience and a
very open mind. Check the ‘Flec
twice a month and I will see
if I can’t surprise, excite, and
disgust most of you. Until next
time, do take it sleazy.

Make the most of on-campus living

Mutual respect and community involvement go far toward a happy time in res
by Kylie Robertson
The Reflector

The start of a new school year
can be intimidating, especially
if you’re leaving home for the
first time while making the
transition to university.
But have no fear! The
Reflector has you covered with
the residence survival guide for
2010-2011.
I lived in residence for three
years, and was a resident
adviser for two. And I’m here
to tell you that there are only
three guidelines to make sure
that your year in residence will
be a success:
Number 1: Your RA will be
your most important campus
resource. Resident Advisers, or
RAs, go through two weeks of
training prior to the September
long weekend move-in date.
They’re put through their paces
and given extensive role play
and training scenarios to make
sure that they’re capable of
dealing with any situation you
can throw their way.
Your RA can help you settle
roommate issues, help talk
you through the transition
from home to residence, help
you with finding the right
resources on campus if they
can’t help you themselves, or
just hang out with you if you
want company. They’re chosen
for their people and problemsolving skills, so don’t feel like
you can’t tell them a problem.
If you don’t get along with your
RA — which is entirely possible
— there are a ton more, and

they’re all willing to talk. If
you have a friend on campus
who keeps telling you how
much he or she likes an RA,
don’t be afraid to go and speak
to that RA. If that’s not the
case, you can find RAs pretty
easily; look for decorated front
windows in the townhouses, or
for rooms ending in 05 in the
west apartment buildings (for
example, A105 or C405, etc.).
Number 2: Don’t enter
into a room assignment with
the expectation that your
roommates will be your best
friends. It’s true, you can meet
your best friends while you’re
in college. But it’s never a good
idea to project that expectation
onto a person that you’ve just
met.
A healthy living assignment
is one that’s built on mutual
respect, and not necessarily
on friendship. Friendship can
always evolve out of respect,
but if it doesn’t, respect will
be what gets you through the
next eight months. Talk to
your roommates early about
cleaning and dishes, and make
sure that you can all agree
upon what defines “clean” and
“dirty.” Remember that not
everyone will have the exact
same definition. Don’t forget
to discuss house quiet hours,
in the (likely) event that some
people will be morning people,
and others will be night owls.
These are the most common
points of contention between
roommates, so if you get them
out of the way early, it will be a
smooth transition for everyone.

If issues do come up
with your roommates, it’s
very important that you’re
comfortable talking about them
amongst yourselves. While
your RA is a great resource if
you find that you can’t resolve
your issues on your own, each
and every one will tell you
to try to fix the problem on
your own first. Approach the
situation calmly, and make
sure that you’re addressing the
behaviour that bothers you,
not attacking the person who’s
exhibiting that behaviour. For
instance, say that you dislike
that the dishes don’t get done
in a timely manner, not “Jane, I
hate you because you never do
the dishes.”
Number 3: Take advantage
of all the residence-offered
programs and events.
You’re paying for them with
your residence fees, so it’s
definitely to your advantage
to show up to these things!
There’s often free food — who
doesn’t appreciate a night off
from cooking — and you can
meet some great people who
also live in residence and are
experiencing some of the same
changes you are.
The events are free most of
the time, and if there’s a charge
it’s usually at a reduced cost,
since the RAs are able to offer
deals for events on campus.
Some events that have been
hosted in the past include
climbing
nights,
Cougars
hockey games, trips exploring
campus and what’s nearby,
pizza parties, Wii tournaments

Photo by Josh Naud

Stan Liu is a first-year interior design student who moved
into residence before classes started.
and potlucks.
If you think of an event that
you’d like to see, speak to your
RA. They’re given a budget
every semester to host events,
and are always open to ideas

from students.
These are the basic guidelines
for survival in residence, and
if you follow them it’s safe
to say that your year will be
successful.
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Shopping in the
shark’s den
A man’s got to do
what a man’s got to do.

Photo illustration by Josh Naud

My God has breasts
Finding new reasons to live life
and a new way to live it

by Jesse Hove
Faith Columnist

My first real reason to live came sometime between the ages of nine and 11. I
was searching the Internet for a Calgary
Flames website. What I found were the
most beautiful images I had ever seen.
“Hot Naked Girls!”
What kind of wondrous and magical creatures were these? I found myself
clicking link after link after link. I eagerly
anticipated the next Goddess. The naked
lady, as if overnight, became the reason to
wake up in the morning.
It took a few years for me to realize
some of the problems that came with my
newfound inspiration for life. Real ladies
are not objects on computer screens. They
had thoughts and feelings.
After many years of anguish and unfair
expectations, my path toward inhuman
behaviour continued.
In my first year at Mount Royal I would
walk into the Liberty Lounge and have every girl in the place rated in my mind from
one to 10.
The most powerful conviction I have
had of my destructive behaviour came
last year in a paradoxical moment of depravity, forgiveness, and joy. An attractive
Muslim student was given the opportunity to speak at an interfaith event hosted
by the Multi-Faith Chaplaincy on campus.
While she had not been raised in a serious Muslim home, she felt inspired to take
her faith to a deeper level. One of the topics brought up was the Hijab — the modest covering of the head and body — and
her experience with wearing it.
As an attractive woman she had often
received attention based on surface level
attraction. But anyone who was in the
room that day will tell you she had far
more to offer than just her looks. By wearing the Hijab she became well respected
for her mind. She was no longer being
looked at as an object.

I have no specific opinion on the
Hijab, but the guilt I felt from her words
rushed over me. How many potentially
deep relationships had I lost because of
lust? How many people had I hurt? At
the same time I became thankful. I was
thankful for the close female friendships I had developed, despite my lust.
Thankful for their ability to look beyond
the surface, and see the human being
that still remained. Thankful for the forgiveness all of us will need at one point
or another.
Further conviction came a few days
later while reading the Bible. It wasn’t
the classic threat of impurity or eternal
damnation that convinced me though.
“So God created man in his own image,
in the image of God he created him; male
and female he created them” (Genesis
1:27).
God created woman to reflect his image. But how so? All I usually hear about
is the Father and Son. One example for
a biblical female reflection of God is the
name Shaddai, which can literally translate into the “many breasted one.” Often
scholars argue the Hebrew word intends
to show the compassion of God in comparison to a mother for her child. MotherFather God. Interesting.
When I continued to disrespect a fellow
image bearer, I myself began to twist and
pervert my own humanity. It was coming
to a point where I could no longer see the
humanity in others, because I was losing
what it meant, in my eyes, to be human.
When we neglect, abuse, or exploit others, we are treating people as though they
are not human.
But when we offer food to those who
are hungry, and shelter to those who have
no home, we are affirming that they are
like us; image bearers.
We are not God; we will always make
mistakes or “miss the mark” as the biblical Greek word hamartia describes it. But
when we try to love others, we are showing God we love him.
My hope and prayer for all of us at
Mount Royal this year is that we engage
in authentic life-giving relationships with
one another, not the superficial meaningless traps that I myself often fallen into.

It’s a well-known stereotype that
women enjoy shopping while men
would rather eat dirt than spend a day
at the mall. I am one of those men. I
hate having to go to the mall, weave
my way through the infinite number of
stores and belligerent mobs to purchase
something that I will most likely wear
twice before the seams fall apart.
I do whatever I can to avoid shopping.
I’d rather wear my five-year-old pair of
jeans with a paint stain down the side of
one leg and a gaping hole in the crotch
than go to the mall and buy a new pair.
But I can only delay the inevitable.
Eventually I knew I would be heading
back to the abyss.
That day came much sooner than I had
anticipated. It was only September when
the first snowfall hit. The temperature
dived below zero and I was caught
without a jacket. My previous one lost its
zipper in ‘06, and was beginning to smell
like cottage cheese. Regretfully, I had to
let it go. There was no choice but to brave
the storm ill-prepared.
One day was enough.
That
following night I decided to get it over
with. I would not let myself contract
hypothermia due to my childish
revulsion of the mall.
I figured it would be easy. Go in, grab a
jacket, and get out. Estimated time inside
the mall: 10 minutes. A solid game plan.
I walk through the entrance, forcing
back a chill that ran down my spine
and I head to the first store in sight.
Cautiously, I approach. In the window
was an awkwardly attractive mannequin
wearing a short skirt and some variation
of a T-shirt. Apparently this store was
not aware of the blizzard happening
outside.
Time since arriving: two minutes.
The store was pretty empty save for
the few employees scoping me out. It

didn’t take long before I was being
stalked. The staff are as efficient as a
group of sharks, slowly circling their
prey, waiting for the right time to strike.
I knew what would come next and I was
prepared.
My weapon of choice was two simple
words: “Just browsing.” The closest
employee started to make her move.
“Crazy weather out there, are you
looking for a jacket?”
“Yes,” I say. Damn, she is good.
Surprisingly the experience was
not as bad as I feared. Her rehearsed
compliments were a welcome boost to
my ego. I almost felt bad when I told
her that I wasn’t interested in any of
their products. I left feeling a little more
confident, but still without a jacket.
The next few stores went almost the
same way, but to my dismay, I could not
find anything that would suit me.
It
became increasingly difficult to stay in
the mall. A nervous twitch was starting to
form around the contours of my left eye.
Time since arriving: 37 minutes.
Crap.
My patience was faltering. I was about
to wave the white flag when I saw it, a
rather plain black jacket. This is my last
chance. I skeptically walk in, avoiding
the sharks. I slip it on; it’s warm enough.
I go over to the mirror; looks good
enough. I check the price tag; it’s cheap
enough.Sold!
I walk to the cashier and slip her my
card. Mission accomplished.
Final time: 53 minutes.
OK, so the experience wasn’t that bad.
Even though I was in there 5.3 times
longer than I had anticipated, for once I
can say that I got what I was looking for.
Has this experience changed the way I
feel about shopping? Not really, I don’t
mind the taste of dirt.
— Submitted by Jason Berry

Illustration by Courtenay Davidson

Every issue, The Reflector will publish a personal essay written by a Mount
Royal University student. All topics are welcome.We reserve the right to
not publish subject matter that is hateful or a personal attack.You may be
edited.
Entries may be no more than 500 words. Email your submission to
publishingeditor@thereflector.ca.
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Many factors in textbook cost
MRU class books for sale on Facebook
by Catherine Szabo
News Editor

In the days leading up to the start
of school, as well as the weeks following, traffic on Main Street gets
congested as students flock to the
bookstore for textbooks.
Michelle Toth won’t be one of
those students.
Last summer, the third-year
human resources student started the Facebook group “MRC
Textbooks!” as an alternative
way for students to buy and sell
their course books.
“I had started this group because I wanted there to be an
easier and cheaper alternative
to getting ripped off by the MRU
bookstore,” Toth said in an email.
“Us students spend a ridiculous
amount of money on books each
semester, and half of our classes
do not even put them to good use.
“Upon completion of the class
the book is very often not needed any longer and then we sell
it back for peanuts compared
to what we had originally paid,
whether it was new or used.”
In an email, Kathy Wood,
supervisor of learning material services at the bookstore,
explained that the cost of new
books is set by the publisher.
Nine areas are taken into account when determining the
price, including materials and
editorial costs, author income,
publisher’s administrative costs,
publisher’s marketing costs,
publisher’s income after tax,
freight, university store costs for
staff, university store insurance
and miscellaneous overhead,
and store income pre-tax.
The materials and editorial
costs are the highest, taking
32.5 cents of every dollar, and
only 1.3 cents of every dollar is
attributed to freight.
Used books are sold for 75 per
cent of the new price.
Used books can also be found
in the basement of Wyckham
House at Copywrite. Students
set their own prices and if it
sells, the student receives 75 per
cent of that selling price, while
SAMRU receives the other 25 per
cent.

In mid-August, there were
3,501 books on the shelves, and
Lisa Antichow, retail manager of
Copywrite, said she tries to keep
a variety of options available.
“There are certain programs
that tend to hang on to their
textbooks, like nursing,” she
said. “We have some [nursing
textbooks], but not as many as
you’d think for the amount of
students out there.”
Introductory course books,
including first-year psychology
and introduction to sociology,
are plentiful, as are books for
business, math, sociology, psychology and English courses.
Coursepacks, used in 65 credit courses and almost 100 continuing education courses, cannot be sold back, however, due
to their copyright.
“While many textbooks cover
the necessary basic material required for a course, coursepacks

are based on custom material compiled by the instructor,” Wood said
in an email. “[They] are specific to
that course and lectures so in most
cases the entire coursepack is relevant to the class.”
Sometimes, if the bookstore
can’t take a textbook back, either
to be used on campus, shipped
to another Canadian campus or
sold to a wholesaler, they’ll refer
the students to Copywrite.
During the last school year,
3,860 books were bought from
Copywrite.
“I don’t like telling students
we can’t take their book,”
Antichow said, noting that she
had changed the layout of the
store last year to accommodate
more shelf space.
“Unfortunately we have had
to, just because we don’t want
to be stuck with too many older
editions, because they will just
sit here.”

Photo by Josh Naud

Kathy Wood explained that the cost of a textbook depends
on many factors, most of which are set by publishers.

Balance is key to organization
Every year, I think, “This is
it.” By “this,” I mean that by
being better organized, I will
never write a paper at 2 a.m.
again.
To date, I have considered
myself extremely lucky to be
able to juggle an average of
six classes per semester, 26
hours of work, and a social life
on the side. Yet I’m still all too
familiar with the last weeks —
crunch weeks — of semester,
when it feels like everything is
due at the same time.
“The thing about time management — to me it sounds
very rigid, ‘managing’ your
time,” said Suzanne Evans, a
writing and learning strategist
at Mount Royal University’s
Student Learning Services.
“It’s got to be something
which allows the student to
accomplish whatever is really
important. That can be a combination of school, relationships or work. [The tools of
time management] are to help
them get where they want to
go.”
One common tool is a daytimer, which come in all sorts
and sizes (including the free
ones from The Reflector available throughout Wyckham
House). But with only one
week displayed per page,
deadlines marked on other
pages can be easily missed.
It feels like a catch-22 —
even if I write down both the
assignment due date and a
reminder a week before the
assignment is due, I still only
have a week to complete the
assignment, assuming I’ve
completely forgotten about it
beforehand.
So should I write a reminder two weeks ahead as well?
What about three weeks?
Instead, Evans suggested
not only using a weekly daytimer, but also using a large
wall calendar that displays
due dates for assignments,
papers, projects, unit exams,
final exams, and other important dates —most are listed on
any course outline. Vacations
and other activities should
also be highlighted.

“That really alerts students
to the way their semester is
going to evolve,” Evans said.
It’s a matter of finding something that works, she said,
whether it’s a tangible notebook-size agenda, electronic
reminders or something else.
Personally, I like to make
lists when I’m feeling really overwhelmed. At first
blush, the resulting list usually makes me feel even more
overwhelmed. Once that feeling has passed, it feels so good
to cross stuff off — even if I
have to keep adding new tasks
to the bottom of the list.
On Mount Royal University’s
website, the Student Learning
Services page suggests two
different types of time analysis. The first lists nine categories and an estimation of time
spent on each task. The second is a weekly experiment,
where every regular activity is
clocked and recorded.
Considering there are 168
hours in a week, I thought my
time analysis might be close
to the 160 mark. Actually, I
clocked in at 143, seven hours
below the example given.
However, the time I spend on
meals and chores is way below average, and my studying
time — due to being in a program that bases the majority
of its marks on projects, not
tests and papers — and work
time are quite high. I also may
have been fairly generous to
allow myself 56 hours of sleep
per week.
When the school year starts,
I may conduct the other weekly experiment, clocking my
activities for a week, to see
how well my estimations of
my time match up.
“It’s that perpetual awareness, monitoring and adjusting, instead of doing the same
old thing and hoping it will
work,” Evans said.
With that in mind, maybe
this really could be the year
that I don’t write papers at 2
a.m.
— Catherine Szabo
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Best bites on campus
by Zoey Duncan
Publishing Editor

When you’re on a budget
You’ve probably heard from every
money expert who’s ever had five
minutes on television that bringing
food and coffee from home will save
you a bundle in the long run. That’s
true, but sometimes, 30 more minutes
of sleep before your 9 a.m. class is more
important than wrapping up a sandwich.
So when you need something to get
you through the day, go for soup at the
Herb ‘n Market, a single taco ($2.89)
from Taco del Mar (the vegetarian price
isn’t listed on the menu, but you’ll save
if you swap out the meat for beans), or
check out the daily specials from the
Chef’s Table at Herb ‘n Market where
they usually have a lunch item for under
$5.
Even better, Peer Support offers free
breakfast every weekday morning from
8:45-10 or until they run out of food.

When you want something
homey
Whether you’re far from home or
you’ve yet to develop reliable cuisine in
your own kitchen, there’s something
comforting about a nearly home-cooked
meal — even if it’s reheated in the
microwave.
The best comfort food on campus just
might be the mac and cheese ($6.50)
from Good Earth Cafe. The elbow
pasta is cooked al dente then covered
in a creamy cheese sauce that has no
resemblance to anything you would find
in a blue cardboard box. Just a kick of
spice and a few breadcrumbs round out
a dish that will fill your belly, but may
tempt you to take a pre-class nap.

The French fry debate
There are a lot of fries on campus:
Cultures, DQ, Wycked Deli and Opa
all offer their own take. But the best?

Though quality can vary day to day, Opa
takes the award in this round.
It’s hard not to like French fries that
are tossed with dried herbs, sprinkled
with lemon juice and served with an
indulgent dollop of tzatziki ($2.99).
The only caveat is that they have
a single deep fryer for both their
fries and their calimari. If that crosscontamination is a problem for you, take
the tzatziki to go ($1) and get yourself
a plate of fries ($3) from the stalwart
student-feeders at Wycked Deli.

The convenience of a
sandwich
I think the Earl of Sandwich would
be proud if he could see how far his
innovative, bread-encased meal has
come: on grainy bread with a tangy or
creamy sauce, some fresh vegetables
and savoury protein, a sandwich is taken
to the next level when it’s flattened
between the hot and heavy elements of
a panini press. Booster Juice does them
great ($8.19 with a combo), and you
can make your own at Stacks at Herb ‘n
Market ($4.99-$5.99).

Breaking the fast
As mentioned above, you can get
a great free breakfast from the Peer
Support centre.
But if you’re looking for a hot
breakfast to fuel a day of knowledge
head to Far East Fusion at the Herb ‘n
Market for eggs, bacon, sausage and
hashbrowns or to Cultures for a bagel
sandwich.
And maybe someday, long after
we’ve graduated, MRU will have a Tim
Horton’s with a full food menu.

Thing to avoid
When projects start to pile up
at the end of a semester, you may

find yourself huddled in a corner
somewhere out of sight of security in
the late, late hours of the night, your
face pale from the blue-grey glow of a
computer monitor with software you
can’t afford to put on your four-year-old
MacBook.
That is the situation when you
will be most likely to be tempted by
the confusing allure of the vending
machine burrito.
Reflector web editor Kevin Rushworth
was in such a situation and within an
hour of that 4 a.m. craving, he had a
mouthful of whatever fuzzy, blue stuff
had grown inside that burrito.
You have been warned.

If you’re sick
First, if you’re sick, stay home and
take care of yourself. But if you really
must be sick and eat lunch at school, get
yourself a bowl of tom yum soup from
Thai Express ($2.38 for a small with
vegetables, $6.78 and up for meal size)
and slurp away those sniffles.

For the vegans in the crowd
Get
yourself
over
to
Biblos
Mediterranean Flatbreads and Calzones
and choose the spinach or roasted red
pepper flatbread ($5) and ask them to
hold the cheese. For a whole protein, ask
for the hummus and flatbread ($4.50).
The fresh dough comes of the pizza
oven steaming and delicious and you’ll
pat yourself on your animal-friendly
back for making such a tasty choice.
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When you end up in a great class, it doesn’t matter if your professor uses the chalkboard, the white board, a slide projector or PowerPoint, it’s an
experience you’ll remember for at least a few more semesters, but more likely for the rest of your life.

When studying goes oh-so right
by Reflector Staff
The Reflector

Students know that feverish
university research begins long
before you set yourself down
into a blue plastic chair in
September. In the early years
of post-secondary school, you
may have spent hours scrolling
through the MRU Calendar
PDF, full of piss, vinegar and
optimism about what you’ll
learn in the hallowed halls of
Mount Royal University. But if
you’re moving into your final
year, that wide-eyed optimism
may have been replaced with
the drive to just find something
bearable so that you can
graduate.
A good course description
can go a long way towards
luring students in. Yet great
joy comes from enrolling in an
unexpectedly amazing course.
These are some of the best
courses we’ve taken at Mount
Royal, either thanks to content
or how a great prof delivered
that content.
Have you taken a class worth
chatting
about?
Comment
online at thereflector.ca or
Tweet us @reflectthis.

History of Art
1920-Now
Claire, Arts — The best class
I ever took was History of Art
1920 to Now. Artwork from the
likes of René Magritte, Salvador
Dalí, Edward Hopper, and Max
Ernst were discussed to great
lengths. It was three hours of
pure delight for me. Plus the
class was personal (only about
a dozen people) and filled with
fascinating class discussions.

Romance Studies
Justine, Layout — Romance
Studies was my favourite class
that I have taken in the six years
I have been at Mount Royal. It
was one of the best transition
classes when coming straight
out of high school to college
life. The workload was steady,
but relatively easy as far as
expending oneself goes.
The best part was getting
to learn about three romance
language cultures and at the
end of each culture segment,
we went out to experience the
food and music of that specific
region.
A great choice if you need a light
elective to finish a degree, or love
travelling, culture, and eating!

Europe to 1500
Kevin, Web — After a
summer spent slaying dragons,
drinking flagons of ale and
engaging in courtly love, my
sword — now a lonely soul —
rests against my battle weary
armor. As I wet my lips with the
first tankard of Liberty Lounge
mead, my mind wanders — not
to thoughts of Crusades — but
to my favourite class, Europe
to 1500 as taught by Lesley
Morden. But here thee!
Rumours abound that thou
will be learning about death,
famine and Saxons. Alas, I must
away to my tower where dusty
tomes await.

Intro to Teaching I
Josh, Photo — My best class
ever was about the difference
between
learning
and
schooling.
It was an Education class
(EDUC 2231) in my first
semester, back when I thought
I was going to be an English
teacher.
The prof, Stefan Sikora, had
this idea that the more you
know, you know you don’t
know anything. This, at the
time, seemed like a strange way
to educate future educators.

Now, a few years and classes
later, it just makes sense.

Mapping & Jazz
History
Catherine, News — GEOG
1105 with Pam MacQuarrie and
MUSC 1234 with Tyler Hornby
tied as my favourite classes.
Mapping, GIS and Remote
Sensing is an introductory
class, but previous mapping
knowledge is a bonus. The
lectures set the basis for the
four projects that students
create using ArcGIS — an inclass mapping software.
Jazz History is challenging
— probably because I’m not a
music major — but the term
project — transcribe a jazz
piece and perform it on your
instrument of choice — gave
me the opportunity to pick up
my saxophone again.

Performing Arts in Pop
Culture
Aaron, Features — The 1960s
was an amazing time in history.
The period gave us timeless
music, classic movies and was
a turning point in the human
rights movement. I love every
part of it. Would I prefer to have
lived through it? Heck no. I love

my Xbox too much.
Instead, I enjoyed experiencing it through my ‘60s Pop
Culture class. In what other
course could I spend an hour
just listening to music from the
era? Or watching Easy Rider?
Or making a speech about the
greatest thing to come out of
the sixties – Spider-Man.
Best. Class. Ever.

Intro to Primatology
Zoey, Publishing — I enrolled
in Intro to Primatology and
Human Evolution for the same
reason that everyone else does:
you’ve got to finish your general
education requirements if you
want to graduate. The course
outline, written by Christine
Giancarlo, promised that the
course would change our entire
outlook on human existence.
Not only did I learn volumes
of information and take a
field trip to the zoo to observe
primates, but Christine made
every class something to look
forward with home movies
featuring Japanese Macaques
and complaining that the
textbook writers were hedging
on primate classification so as
not to offend people who don’t
want any relation to chimps.

REDUCE, REUSE

RESTYLE

Get that back-to-school buzz with new threads
by Claire Miglionico
Arts Editor

As childish as it may sound,
back-to-school shopping is the
buzz I look forward to every
fall. This year, however, I barely
shopped. Instead, I decided
on putting up old clothes for
consignment in various second
hand and consignment clothing
stores around the city.
Consignment
stores
like
Kit Apparel in Inglewood or
Trend Fashions in Kensington
accept freshly laundered and
preferably seasonal clothing
from clients like ourselves. In
return, we receive 40 per cent
of the final sale price. This may
not seem like a lot, but hey, in
the end, I may end up with a

$30 check at the end of every
month.
At first I was a little skeptical,
thinking I would barely make
any profit with the few of my
old clothes I wanted to consign.
But when I learned that my
mom was about to donate
(that is, give away for free!)
10 garbage bags full of her
barely worn vintage attire, I
stepped in and offered to sort
through the clothes, heels, and
handbags and put them up for
consignment for some extra
cash.
I spent endless scrumptious
hours rummaging through the
stuff. Conveniently, I found a
few articles of clothing I kept
for myself (my buzz for the fall)
and proceeded to pack up the

remaining items back in their
designated garbage bags.
Now it was time for me to
hunt for the ideal consignment
store. What store was going to
give me the best price? What
store would accept vintage ‘80s
and ‘90s attire and what store
was going to accept present-day
clothing?
I visited four consignment
stores and found they all had
the same split: 40 per cent for
clients, and 60 per cent for the
store. I opted for Kit Apparel —
a new unisex consignment store
in Inglewood — for the vintage
attire. I particularly liked the
shop’s affordability and the
policy on clients having the
choice to specify whether they
want their clothing returned if

they do not sell.
For
day-to-day
clothing,
I settled on Trend Fashions
in Kensington. This store
has excellent and affordable
selection in women’s clothing
and has always been in good
standing. Consigning at the
store has become so popular
that only two garbage bags of
clothing a day from each client
are being accepted.
There are dozens more
excellent second-hand and
consignment stores in Calgary
besides the two I chose to
patronize. For your shopping
pleasure and perhaps your
consignment satisfaction, here
are
second-hand,
vintage,
and consignment stores I
particularly enjoy browsing.

Swap spots
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cat’s Eye Vintage: 614 10 Ave S.W.
Junk Star Vintage: 718 17 Avenue
S.W.
Danielle’s Consignment: 105 - 908
17 Avenue S.W. (The Devenish
Building)
Kit Apparel: 917 12 Street S.E.
Trend Fashions Ltd.: 120 10 Street
N.W.
Used: 738A 17 Avenue S.W.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Value Village: 104 58 Avenue S.E.
Divine Clothing: 720 17 Avenue
S.W.
What’s In Store: 1600 Edmonton
Trail N.E.
Better On You: 1222 8 Street S.W.
Rewind Consignment Clothing:
1002 MacLeod Trail S.E.
Feisty Consignments: 921 17
Avenue S.W.

ARTS EDITOR:
Claire Miglionico
artseditor@TheReflector.ca
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HOT
SPOTS

A

udiences will be
taken right into
an insane asylum for
Theatre Calgary’s production of Ken Kesey’s
classic One Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s Nest. The
play begins Sept. 14
and runs until Oct. 3.

T

ick, Tick...Boom!, an
autobiographical
musical, follows the life
of composer Jonathan
Larson as he struggles
to write what would
become Broadway
smash hit Rent. It runs
from Sept. 9 through
to the 18th at
Pumphouse Theatre.

S
Photos by Claire Miglionico

tage West Theatre
presents an insightful play following
the true life of career
driven journalist, Mitch
Albom, and his reunion
with his old college
professor and friend,
now battling Lou Gehrig’s Disease. M*A*S*H
star Jamie Farr stars in
Tuesdays with Morrie,
which runs from Sept.
2 until November 7.
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Calgary International
Film Festival preview
by Stefan Kesic
The Reflector

Courtesy, Science Bear

Andrew Phung’s character in Sketch has made a name for himself with such catchphrases
as “rice gotta cook!” For more info on the film, search for Science Bear on Facebook.

The surprising fun of failure
by Zoey Duncan
Publishing Editor

Few people know the joy of
failure like those who specialize
in improvisational comedy.
“The funny part about improv
is the more you fail, the funnier
it is,” says second-year broadcast student Derek Hovinga.
Hovinga is part of Science
Bear Studio, the local eightman production that will screen
their first full-length film at
the Calgary International Film
Festival.
That film, Sketch, takes the
best aspect of improv — the unexpectedly hilarious and genuine moments — and combines
it with well-planned plot points.
Sketch follows Jeffrey Patrick
(Jeff D’Silva) as he tries to reunite his old comedy troupe for

a big show. One member of the
gang, Andrew Phung (played
by Andrew Phung), has made a
living as a stand-up comedian
making racially fuelled jokes.
Wholesome Patrick is partial
to more classic comedy and
one-liners, but the overbearing
Phung is determined to make
Patrick use his ethnicity as a
punchline.
“The movie is pretty much
based on [Jeff D’Silva’s actual]
life,” Hovinga says, explaining
that as a comedian, D’Silva’s audiences expect to him to play off
his background.
While the dialogue was improvised, the multi-man directing team had specific goals set
for each storyboarded scene.
The characters, Hovinga said,
are like alter-egos of their reallife counterparts.

Sketch was shot over ten days
in August 2009 with Science
Bear filling the main roles, and
local up-and-coming actors
rounding out smaller roles.
As a broadcast student,
Hovinga had access to some
sound equipment on campus for
mixing much of the music and
sound effects in Sketch, as well
as classmates who “don’t actually know they’re in the movie.”
“I really want this movie to
represent Mount Royal, and say,
‘hey, SAIT’s not the only technical school, so is Mount Royal,’ ”
he said.
“[This is] just an experiment
in hopes that it’ll help us so that
we can film more stuff in the future.”
Showtime: Oct. 3 at noon
Where: Globe Theatre Upstairs

Since 1999, the Calgary
International Film Festival
(CIFF) has brought people
tears, cheers, awe, and wonder.
The festival is back at it again
and it’s loaded with 220 films
from all corners of the world.
This ten-day event features both
full-length feature films and
short films from a wide variety
of directors — some up and
coming and some already with
recognizable film credits. So
you say you want to watch
some great flicks but there are
too many to choose from and
you don’t know where to start?
The following five films are a
great place to start. Then once
you’re in the theatre, just follow
the “oohs” and “ahhs” to the
next film.
The Calgary International
Film Festival runs September
23 to October 3, 2010.
FUBAR 2 is a sequel to the
comedic mockumentary filmed
in Calgary about two simpleminded metal head friends
Terry and Dean. When Dean got
testicular cancer, the life-long
head bangers dealt with it in
their own Pilsner-shot-gunning
ways. Now they’re back and in
need of some quick cash to keep
the heavy metal, ladies, and
beer flowing. So they head to
Fort McMurray for some quick
dough and a barrel of idiotic
hilarity as they try their hand at
working on an oil rig.
Showtime: Monday, Sept. 27
at 7 p.m.
Where: The Plaza Theatre
Every year the CIFF has its
share of over-the-top Japanese
gore movies that are sprinkled
with outrageous moments
and this year is no exception.
Mutant Girls Squad is this year’s
must-see Japanese gore flick. Its
plot is simple: mutant hotties
band together to take over
Japan to make it more mutantfriendly in their own special
way. With things like “tentacles
that grow from fingernails” and
an “anal chainsaw,” this film
promises to satisfy any gore
action movie lover.
Showtime: Saturday, Oct. 2 at

11:30 p.m.
Where: The Plaza Theatre
The Robber is a muchanticipated film from Germany
that chronicles an adrenaline
junkie
named
Johann
Rettenberger. He is good at two
things: running and robbing
banks. Robbery gives Johann
the adrenaline rush he yearns
for. Wearing a mask to conceal
his identity, Johann has not yet
been discovered by the police,
but as his adrenaline addiction
increases to include three
robberies, will Johann be able
to hide his identity? This is a
great flick for thriller fans.
Showtimes: Thursday, Sept. 30
at 9:30 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 2 at
2:45 p.m.
Where: Eau Claire Market
An interesting drama called
The Freebie tells the story of a
married couple going through
a dry spell in their sex life. In
order to overcome the problem,
the two decide they need one
night alone — a freebie night
where each can sleep with
someone else. But will it better
their marriage or simply leave
them in a worse situation than
before? The film takes a look at
human companionship and the
animalistic desires that drive
us. If drama is your thing, The
Freebie would be a great one to
watch.
Showtime: Wednesday, Sept.
29 at 9:30 p.m.
Where: Eau Claire Market
[REC] 2 is the highly
anticipated sequel to the Spanish
horror film [REC] which dealt
with a virus that infected a
quarantined apartment building,
trapping all its residents in a
violent frenzy of raging beasts
who seemed more like monsters
than humans.
This time, a government
official tries to probe deeper
into the virus to find some
answers. Answers of “biblical
proportions.” The sequel picks
up 15 minutes after the first left
off and the gritty first person
cinematography of the first film
offers a great view of things to
come in the second.
Showtime: Wednesday, Sept.
29 at 11:00 p.m.
Where: The Plaza

Courtesy, Zorro Film GMBH

In the thriller The Robber, Johann Rettenberger takes to
robbing banks to get his adrenaline fix.
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Putting the ‘intern’ in international
Months of hard work led to incomparable work placement
by Sarah Kitteringham
The Reflector

For those in programs that require
internships, the thought of taking a job
out of the city is either frightening or
exciting.
For me, it was both. As a third
year bachelor of communications
student, I knew that taking an unpaid
international internship would be an
amazing opportunity, but it was hardly
financially sound. Not only did the
credits themselves cost several thousand
dollars, but living expenses, a flight,
insurance and a work visa were all costly
obstacles.
So, I started working — hard. After
deciding I wanted an internship at
Decibel magazine in Philadelphia, Pa., I
knew that sacrifice would be necessary.
This materialized in the three part-time
jobs I worked even before the internship
was given to me, a necessary move to
pursue the costly expenditures of having
my dream job. Looking back, I realize
that if I hadn’t done so, I would be in a
pile of debt that would have diminished
the experience.
Applying for and being granted an
internship at Decibel magazine was
very nerve-racking. However, an
opportunity arose through a journalism
class when I interviewed the editorin-chief of Decibel; a deliberate move
that made applying much less stressful.
Considering I was already an intensely
committed metal head with a portfolio

that included interviews with many
of Decibel’s cover artists, having that
extra something cemented my value.
Thankfully, they saw this and by January
the necessary first set of papers had been
signed.
After filling out all the paperwork
through the international office and
the work experience office, it was
obvious that my funds would be
lacking. Although I’d managed to save
several hundred dollars a month from
September until April, panic mode set
in; how would I afford rent, food, and
travel in an expensive American city
without a paying internship?
Again, opportunities arose. I went
to www.couchsurfing.org, where I’d
had much success when backpacking
across Europe. I easily found roommates
who lived within walking distance of
work and who were sympathetic to my
budget.
Next,
the
Global
Television
Scholarship for International Work
Experience became available for
journalism students and I immediately
applied. Thankfully, they awarded me
the scholarship just a few weeks after I
touched down in Philadelphia.
Looking back, I realize that the
months of being ripping-my-hair-out
busy were worth it. Although few people
would attempt to survive eight months
with three jobs and five classes, the
experience justified the sacrifice. I got
to spend the summer in Philadelphia,
travel to New York, Washington and

Photo courtesy, Sarah Kitteringham

Metal heads Kitteringham and Mark Evans, customer service representative,
take a break from work at Decibel magazine.
Baltimore, see several amazing concerts,
meet a ton of people in the music
writing industry, and generally have
a blast. Though I’m slightly in debt
from the experience, I obtained two

Fall arts picks
by Claire Miglionico & Zoey Duncan
The Reflector

Haultain and First Street Festival
www.victoriapark.org
September 12, 2010
Victoria Park is bucking the crummy
rep it has been saddled with and as
one of the last festivals of the summer,
the Haultain and First Street fest should
bring in some faces unfamiliar to
the community. Haultain Park
will host Ultimate Frisbee and
free Yoga while First Street
S.W. will have vendors and a
stage with some great music
including locals Key to the City,
and Bil Hetherington and the
Asian Tigers as well as Calgary
Folk Music Festival favourite
Samantha Savage Smith.
Bonus!
Market
Collective
vendors will be in attendance
with gorgeous handmade art,
jewelry, clothing and edibles.
More info at MarketCollective.ca.

Alberta Fashion Week
albertafashionweek.ca
September 26 October 2, 2010
Yes, fall has finally
arrived, which only
means one thing for the
fashionista: fashion weeks
around the world are about
to start! Now in its second year,
Alberta Fashion Week will once

again satisfy the fashion-forward gurus of this
city with local and Canada-wide designers taking
on the runway. Eau Claire Market will
be AFW’s new runway venue for the
season.
Join Alberta Fashion Week on
Facebook.

2010 Digital Photo Expo
www.digitalphotoexpos.com
October 1-3, 2010
The Camera Store is
presenting the 2010
Digital Photo Expo.
The three-day long
expo is the place every
photo buff will want
to be this October. A
plethora of seminars
varying from travel
photography
techniques to
seminars like
photographing
the nude in a
landscape will
take place at the
Ramada Hotel.
Get your hands
on those tickets
and impress your
photo buddies
with your
newly acquired
seminar skills!
(Between $20 to
$35 a seminar.)

freelance writing jobs, a ton of friends
and a plethora of memories that make it
inconsequential.
Taking the internship was one of the
best things I’ve ever done.

STUDENT SPECIAL

only

Join Today!

399

$

+ tax

1-800-597-1FIT

goodlifefitness.com

*When joining you will be required to pay $399 plus applicable tax. No additional fees are required above the
specified membership fee. Must be 18 years of age or older with a valid student ID. Membership expires 8
months from date of purchase. Limited time offer. Offer valid at participating clubs only. Other conditions may
apply, see club for details.

X

MONDAY OCTOBER 18

Your city.
Your vote.

Participate in the city of
Calgary General Election
October 18, 2010.
You can cast your vote in one of 4 ways:
1. At the Advance Vote, October 6-10 and 12-14.
Students can vote on campus, October 6 and 12,
noon – 7 p.m. at Mount Royal Recreation.
2. By requesting a mail-in (special) ballot.
Check for eligibility.
3. By requesting physically incapacitated voting
at home.
4. On Election Day.
2010-1729

calgary.ca/election | facebook.com/Calgary2010Election
call 403-476-4100 (option 2)
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THE LISTINGS PAGE
THEATRE
Ghost River Theatre: Dec. 9-18, One.
403-240-7469. www.ghostrivertheatre.
com. Joyce Doolittle Theatre, 2140
Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Morpheus Theatre: Until Sept. 11,
rumors; Dec. 15-19, Ali Baba and the
Forty Thieves. 403-216-0808. www.
morpheustheatre.ca. Pumphouse
Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Jubilations Dinner Theatre: Until Nov.
2, Greased; Nov. 12 – Feb. 6, 2011, night
at the Museum of Rock and Roll. 403249-7799. www.jubilations.ca. 1002 – 37
St. SW.
Fire Exit Theatre: Oct. 6-9, This Waking
Moment; Dec. 15-18, 2000 Candles. 403640-4617. www.fireexit.ca. Engineered Air
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Ground Zero/Hit & Myth Productions:
Nov. 4-20, Reasons to be Pretty. 403-2213708. gzt.com Studio Theatre, Vertigo
Theatre Centre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Alberta Theatre Projects: Sept. 21 – Oct.
9, The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood;
Oct. 19 – Nov. 6, The Last Dog of War; Nov.
25 – Dec. 30, Seussical. 403-294-7402.
www.atplive.com. Martha Cohen Theatre,
Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Theatre Calgary: Sept. 14 – Oct. 3,
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest; Oct.
19 – Nov. 7, Lost: A Memoir; Dec. 2-26, A
Christmas Carol. 403-294-7440. www.
theatrecalgary.com. Max Bell Theatre,
Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Lunchbox Theatre: Sept. 20 – Oct. 9,
Ways and Means by Noel Coward; Oct. 18
– Nov. 13, In Flanders Fields; Nov. 22 – Dec.
18, With Bells On. 403-265-4292. www.
lunchboxtheatre.com. Lunchbox Theatre,
115 – 9 Ave. SE.
One Yellow Rabbit: Sept. 14-18,
Radioheaded 2: A Listening Party to
Watch. 403-299-8888. oyr.org. Big Secret
Theatre, Epcor Centre.
Broadway Across Canada: Sept. 21-26,
Mamma Mia!; Nov. 2-7, Grease. 403-2978000. www.broadwayacrosscanada.ca.
Jubilee Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave. NW
Pegasus Performances: Sept. 10-24,

Newly Wed, Surely Dead; Oct. 1, 22,
29, & 30, and Nov. 5, Scary puter & the
Corrupted Hard Drive. 403-246-4811.
www.greatfun.ca. Deane House, 806 - 9
Ave. SE.
Mob Hit Productions: Nov. 18-20 & 2327, Based on a Totally True Story. www.
thisisamobhit.com. Arrata Opera Centre,
1315 – 7 St. SW.
Liffey Players: Sept. 30 – Oct. 9, Doubt: A
Parable. 403-263-0079. liffeyplayers.com.
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumhouse
Ave. SW.
Front Row Centre Players: Nov. 5-20,
Chess; Jan. 7-22, The Producers. 403263-0079. www.frontrowcentre.ca
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse
Ave. SW.
Downstage: Sept. 23 – Oct. 2, Goodness
@ Big Secret Theatre, Epcor Centre; Nov.
18-27, Uprising @ Motel, Epcor Centre.
403-294-7459. www.downstage.ca.

p
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Monday, Sept. 20, 2010
1:00-2:30 p.m. in the Library

MUSIC
BD&P World Music Series: Oct. 27,
Spanish Harlem Orchestra with Septeto
Nacional Ignacio Pinero; Nov. 30, Bela
Fleck and the Flecktones with Alash . 403299-8888. epcorcentre.org. Epcor Centre,
201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Carma Acoustic Blues Series: Oct. 22,
Paul Reddick; Nov. 6, Sue Foley & Peter
Karp. 403-299-8888. epcorcentre.org. Jack
Singer Hall, Epcor Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Stampede Corral: Sept. 11, Diana Ross;
Sept. 26, Arcade Fire with Calexico; Sept.
27, Slash. 403-777-0000. www.livenation.
com. Calgary Stampede Grounds.
Pengrowth Saddledome: Sept. 10,
Aerosmith; Sept. 20, Justin Bieber; Sept.
29, Disturbed and Avenged Sevenfold.
403-777-0000. www.livenation.ca.
Calgary Stampede Grounds.
The Gateway Lounge: Sept. 10, Mallard
and key to the City; Sept. 17, Library
Voices; Sept. 23, Fred Penner. 284-8760.
www.saitsa.com. SAIT, 1301 – 16 Ave. NW.
Jubilee Auditorium: Sept. 9, Yo Gabba
Gabba!; Sept. 27-29, Johnny Reid; Sept.
30, The Beach Boys. 403-297-8000.
jubileeauditorium.com/southern.

samru.ca

Centennial Art Exhibits
Decade Displays
Artist Presentations
Fly from the 1940 MR campus
to the present day campus
Tour our recent reorganization and renovations
Light refreshments & door prize

samru.ca
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Photo from youtube.com

Terry Crews smashes away odour in Old Spice’s viral YouTube campaign.

Our tube is your tube
by Reflector Staff
The Reflector

YouTube. The very word conjures
images of sitting around and clicking
useless videos. Anything, and I mean
anything, can be found on the Internet.
Viewers can watch a beached whale
explode, learn how to tie a necktie
or watch somebody clean their ear
amongst other highly interesting videos.
What fun!
Hours can be spent on the Internet
watching related videos. Sometimes
one gets RickRolled. For those YouTube
noobs out there, that means clicking on
an exciting video and ending up hearing
Rick Astley’s ‘80s anthem, Never Gonna
Give You Up. I personally like it and take
that time to jam along. Other times, you
stumble upon videos that go truly viral.
YouTube celebrities have been known
to make a hefty salary off advertising on
their websites according to views. While
there are times when viewers stumble
upon videos that soon go viral, there are
other videos that are lesser known.
Some of the videos below are viral,

while others are just plain entertaining.

Terry Crews Old Spice
Commercials

While
kicking
over
buildings,
liquefying bad guys and riding tigers, we
can rest assured that actor Terry Crews
is also punching armpit odours right in
the face. Crews — who is a spokesman
for Old Spice Bodywash — has your
back with 16 hours of B.O. blocking
power and also does an impassioned
version of A Thousand Miles in White
Chicks.
— K.R.

China’s Hairiest Man
As a hairy guy myself, my hat goes off
to the so-called hairiest man in China.
Yu Zhenhuan, who suffers from a rare
condition, is 96 per cent covered with a
coat of thick black hair. Although he was
teased, he made the decision to make
more of a life for himself and become a
rock star. Rock on, my hairy friend, rock
on.
— K.R.

Photo from youtube.com

The “I gotta feeling” lip dub from these Montreal students is warm and fun.

The Rocket Jump
If you have not yet seen video
productions created by Freddie Wong
on YouTube, then you are truly missing
out. From what I can tell on his video
account, he is a student at the USC
School of Cinema-Television. His visual
effects are unlike anything I have ever
seen on the Internet. Check it out!
— K.R

LIPDUB - I Gotta Feeling
(Comm-UQAM 2009)

This delightful lip dub video (lip
synching and audio dubbing) is mindboggling to watch. The energy is
explosive, the directing is excellent and
the timing is dead-on perfect.
One hundred and seventy-two
communication students from UQAM
(the University of Quebec in Montreal)
participated in this creative lip dub
that was shot in two hours and 15
minutes. Other universities have tried
to mimic similar projects and have yet to
accomplish the same Internet popularity.
— C.M.

Inspired by Iceland
This video, as far as I know, was
funded by the government, and is part
of a tourism campaign for Iceland. So
I guess any time a government funds
something like this, there are different
issues. But if you put all of that aside
and just watch the video, it’s pretty fun.
Probably not everyone in Iceland is a
young, good-looking gymnast like in
this film, but at least it’s creative. OK
Alberta, your turn.
— J.N.

Piano Chat Improv
With over 16 million views for his four
videos, there’s a good chance you’ve
already seen Merton in his green hoodie,
flawlessly improvising lyrics while he
plays the piano to literally random
people on Chat Roulette. Whether
you’ve seen it or not, fire up YouTube
and search it out because his on-the-spot
rhyming and powerful command of the
keys are sure to make you smile.
— Z.D.

Photo from inspiredbyiceland.com

This Iceland tourism video pokes fun at the country while also being hip.

Check out the Sept. 23
issue of the Reflector for
the return of Noise 101.
The section will feature
live music and CD reviews
for your learning pleasure.

Are you a music fan?
Come down to the
Reflector office in Z002
and talk to us about
writing a review, or let us
know if there’s someone

great we should check
out!
Follow us on Twitter to
see what we’re working
on: @reflectthis.
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Brentwood Village
dental CliniC
Ask about our

free
whitening
promotion

Dr.
Cheba,
DR.ronDa
RONDASalloum
SALLOUManD
ANDDr
DRChriS
CHRISorr,
ORR,Dr
DRShikha
W. ELSAGHIR,
DR.
PATEL, DRDr.
RAI,amit
DR VRANJES
DrAMIT
W. elSaghir,
patel

general DentiStry praCtiCe
Mount royal students
enrolled in the Mru
health and dental plan
are covered at
Brentwood village
dental clinic
100% exams, cleanings
and fillings
70 % root canals
We extract wisdom teeth
in our office

No Need to
pay up froNt
for covered
services
We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most
insurance companies even if
you’re not covered by Mru’s
student insurance plan

Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to
the Brentwood and University
C-Train Stations

Monday - friday 8 am - 8 pm saturday 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

3630 Brentwood road NW 403-210-5050

Seven questions to ponder
for fall sports
3

by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

1

The Calgary Flames experiment.
There doesn’t seem to be a lot of
middle ground when it comes to the
Flames re-acquiring forwards Olli Jokinen
and Alex Tanguay, especially when it
comes to the former. Jokinen was originally
brought in to be the No. 1 centre for Jarome
Iginla, yet in 75 games with the Flames, netted only 19 goals and 50 points and was a
combined minus-5. Statistically, Tanguay
fared significantly better, with 40 goals and
139 points in 128 games and a plus-23 rating, but this past season in Tampa did not
produce anywhere near those numbers. Can
Tanguay rediscover the chemistry he had
with Iginla, and can Jokinen produce the
numbers expected of him without the pressure of having to be the top set-up man?

2

Can the Hitmen repeat? Watching
the Hitmen defeat Brandon in Game
5 of the Western Hockey League
Championship last season was something very special. Over 15,000 fans in the
Saddledome were boisterous right from the
opening drop of the puck until well after the
final horn sounded. Unfortunately, that success did not translate into a Memorial Cup
title after losing to Brandon in the semi-finals. Almost immediately, the questions began: Can they do it again? The Hitmen will,
in all probability, look very different this
season, with any number of players making the jump to the NHL or AHL. Can coach
Mike Williamson work his magic again this
season?

Can the Stamps win the Grey Cup in
Edmonton? Off to a strong 8-1 start
this season, the Stampeders are surprising a lot of CFL pundits this season. The
defense has been stifling, sitting first or second in 21 of 25 categories. The offence is
looking stronger each game, but still looks
to keep improving. The one question surrounding the Stamps has been special
teams, where they have, on occasion, looked
vulnerable to big plays. Still, with the locals
falling in the West Final to Saskatchewan
last season, thus failing to compete for the
Grey Cup on their home turf, can the locals
head to Edmonton in November and claim
the championship in the home of their hated rivals?

4

CMA and UFC go toe-to-toe. The
Canadian Medical Association has
recommended to ederal lawmakers
that mixed martial arts (MMA) prize fighting be made illegal in Canada, ironically just
days after the Ontario Government lifted
its sanction of the sport beginning in 2011.
With rumblings of a major Ultimate Fighting
Championships (UFC) event in the works
for Rogers Centre in Toronto next March,
will an event that could draw 50,000 fans
and contribute more than $6 million for the
local economy be knocked out by the CMA,
or will Dana White and the UFC finally make
their way into their biggest pay-per-view
(per capita) market in North America?

5

Is Tiger back on the prowl? With his
divorce now finalized, can the world’s
number one player finally get back to
form? Tiger did finish fourth in two majors

Reflector Archives

this year, the Masters and U.S. Open, but
next to that, his top finish was 19th at the
Memorial. Woods on-course issues have
been many; poor driving, iron play and putting, and his personal demons have been
much publicized. With Phil Mickelson, Lee
Westwood and a plethora of 20-somethings
on his tail, can Tiger fend off the charge and
return to dominance?

6

Is Favre past his prime? Show of hands:
How many people were sick and tired
of the “will he or won’t he” Brett Favre
saga after about an hour? Finally, we got
his answer, and the NFL’s elder quarterback
statesman decided he would return for one
more run with the Minnesota Vikings. Can
the 40-year-old repeat the performance that
got the Vikings to within one game of the
Super Bowl? Can he stay healthy? And the
biggest question of all: How long will we
have to wait for his decision on next season,
if there actually is a season to be played?

7

The CIS invades America. The Simon
Fraser University football team will
have a completely different look this
season. That’s because 2010 will serve as
SFU’s first season in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference, and their first season
playing American rules after eight seasons
in the Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS)
ranks. The University is defending its venture into the NCAA Division 2 ranks, where
it will play teams from Washington State,
Oregon, California and Utah after going 3-5
in CIS play. How long will it be until another CIS team decides to test the American
market?

COUGARS’ SEPTEMBER
HOME SCHEDULE
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11
Women’s Soccer vs. Medicine Hat 12 p.m.
Men’s Soccer vs. Medicine Hat 2 p.m.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 18
Women’s Soccer vs. Lakeland 2 p.m.
Men’s Soccer vs. Lakeland 4 p.m.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 19
Women’s Soccer vs. Red Deer 12 p.m.
Men’s Soccer vs. Red Deer 2 p.m.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 24
Women’s Hockey vs. Red Deer 8:30 p.m.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 30
Men’s Basketball vs. Lakeland 8 p.m.

SPORTS EDITOR:
Blaine Meller
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

20:

Combined
ACAC
Championships won
by the Mount Royal
Cougars Men’s and
Women’s Soccer
Teams.

156:

Points
scored
by the Calgary
Stampeders in their
past three games,
while relinquishing
only 55.

162:

Average
number
of RBI’s baseball great
Lou Gehrig hit each
season between 1930
and 1934.
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Lack of phys. ed plagues Alberta kids
Mandatory half hour not enough to invigorate youth

by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

Sport is a powerful thing.
It creates passion, anger,
ecstasy and even hate.
It
brings us moments we will
never forget and allows our
imagination to transport us
into situations of victory and
defeat. Who can’t remember
playing hockey on a rink or
frozen pond pretending to be
Gretzky, Bossy or Orr?
Sport is social, whether it be
gathering with friends to watch
the big game or getting together
for a round of golf.
Sport is also an escape. It
allows us to put aside the trials
of our everyday lives and escape
into the lives of others. When
the Calgary Flames were making
their improbable playoff run
back in 2004, even for a brief
few hours every night, there was
little talk of war, the economy or
diseased chickens.
But have you ever considered

the
connection
between
sport and education, or more
importantly, how a lack of
education – physical education
in this instance – could
adversely affect sport?
Alberta Education has an
initiative called Daily Physical
Activity (DPA) in which every
child in this province is required
to participate in at least 30
minutes of structured physical
activity each school day. This
activity does not have to be
sport based, but it does need
to include specific elements,
such as dance, gymnastics and
“alternate” activities, such as
rock climbing and bowling.
This is all well and good until
you start looking at how DPA
is being administered, here in
Calgary specifically.
According to the Calgary
Board of Education, there are
only 11 full-time, dedicated and
trained physical educators in
this city’s elementary schools,
meaning a large number of
students are receiving physical
education instruction from
teachers of math, languages,
science and music. It’s better
than nothing, but far from
perfect.

Physical education is
exactly that; education
for the physical body,
teaching children and
youth the proper way
to walk, run, jump,
throw
and
catch.
Looking back, how
many people actually
realize that through
games and sport, they
were being taught these
foundations?
The point is this:
Physical
education
in this province is
suffering and as a
result, children are
not receiving the basic
skills they need in order
to not only play and
prosper at sports later
in life, but in day-today activities as well.
The more involved
children are in physical
education, the more likely they
will participate in sport, and
the less likely they will be obese
and sedentary in later life.
Studies show that children who
are physically active are more
self-confident and fare better
academically than ones who are
inactive.
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The question is this: Why
are Alberta Education and
the provincial government
not putting more emphasis
on physical education in
this province?
The DPA is
a good start, but without
proper implementation and
instruction, it risks not doing
enough. More directly, why

are schools not hiring more
qualified
and
dedicated
physical education instructors?
The benefits of physical
education and sport are
numerous, so why are they not
being given higher priority?
Sport is a powerful thing, but
without education, that power
is in danger of diminishing.

A provocative series with ideas so big, it will blow your mind.

LegAcy of IdeAs
celebrate Mount Royal University’s centennial with
Legacy of Ideas. World renowned graffiti artists Pat Lazo,
TheKidBelo and Cey Adams come together to create a
street art piece with the theme Unconventional Ideas.
This week long event caps off with girlTalk, cadence
Weapon and shamik on oct. 2.

UNcoNVeNTIoNAL IdeAs

Sept. 27 – Oct. 2
MoUNT RoyAL UNIVeRsITy
for detailed centennial event listings
and ticket information, visit

mtroyal.ca/100

100 years. A legacy of learning. A world of possibilities.
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One hundred riders took part in the Dusk ‘Til Dawn challenge at Canada Olympic Park.

Driving downhill till dawn
by Blaine Meller
Sports Editor

At first glance, it might seem
weird: a stream of lights cutting
through the night sky at Canada
Olympic Park. On closer look,
you realize that steam of lights
is made up of dozens of mountain bike enthusiasts taking part
in the inaugural Red Bull Dusk
‘Til Dawn challenge.
The Dusk ‘Til Dawn challenge
began Sept. 3 at 10 p.m. with
riders completing as many laps
of the 1.67 km downhill mountain bike course at COP.
The event continued until 5
a.m. the next day with the top
individual and team partici-

pants winning cash prizes and
2011 season passes to COP.
“We were challenged by
the management of Red Bull
International to come up with
new events,” said Pete Andersen,
Red Bull’s field marketing manager for the prairies.
The event was restricted to
100 riders, with only 75 being
allowed on the course at a time.
Fifty individual competitors and
25 teams of two took part.
As of 11:30 p.m., the average
lap time was between seven and
nine minutes, including the time
it took to ride the chair lift to the
start of the course, with riders
facing a 400-foot vertical drop,
rock gardens, berms and steeps.

Although it did sell out,
Andersen said there were lessons learned from a planning
standpoint; lessons that will
go into planning next year’s
event.
“We sold out this afternoon
(Friday), but we would like to
get word out earlier next year,”
he said.
“This was originally planned
for June 21, so next year we
would like to have it as close to
that day as possible, likely on
the closest Saturday.”
Andersen said June 21 was
the target date because that isthe summer solstice, where sunset is around 10 p.m. and sunrise 5 a.m.

